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As soon as they enter the stage, the dancers show the energy and determination  
of choreographer Daniel Léveillé, a pioneer of the Quebec dance scene.  

While the six duos alternate, the soundtrack (from Bach to The Doors) 
highlights the varying degrees of emotions, as a feeling weather forecast. 

 
 
 

 

DURATION 65 minutes 
PREMIERE May 26, 2015 | Festival TransAmériques (Montreal, Canada) 
VIDEO  https://vimeo.com/151394821   
 

 
 
 
Choreographer Daniel Léveillé 
Dancers at creation Mathieu Campeau, Ellen Furey, Esther Gaudette, Justin Gionet, Brianna Lombardo, Emmanuel Proulx, 

Simon Renaud 
Light Designer Marc Parent 
Music Jean-Sébastien Bach, Pancrace Royer  
Costume Advisor Geneviève Lizotte 
Rehearsal Director  Sophie Corriveau 
 
Production Daniel Léveillé Danse 
Coproduction CanDance Creation Funds (Canada); Festival TransAmériques (Canada); Kinosaki International Arts 

Centre (Japan); Theater im Pumpenhaus (Germany); Centre chorégraphique national de Rillieux-la-
Pape/Yuval Pick (France); Agora de la Danse (Canada); Brian Webb Dance cie (Canada); National 
Arts Centre (Canada); CDC Atelier de Paris-Carolyn Carlson (France); Studio Bizz (Canada) 

With the support of  Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec and Canada Council for the Arts 
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ARTISTIC INTENTION                     Source: Fabienne Cabado (Festival TransAmériques)

1+1 = 1 
 
Daniel Léveillé has made his mark on stages all over the world with radical, impossible choreographies. With Solitudes solo 
(FTA, 2014) he revealed a surprising gentleness, and now he is back with Solitudes duo, a remarkably romantic and sensual 
piece tinged with a dash of humour. 
 
Zoom in on the couple–masculine, feminine, mixed, one duo after another. Identities are merged or preserved in the immaculate 
whiteness of a restricted space, freedom is to be found within the constraints of a relationship. With rolling hips and coiled thighs, 
bodies embrace and take flight in acrobatic and tender lifts only to collapse under the weight of being scorned. Compatible 
confidantes converge in the mirror. The nature of their connection can be seen in their eyes, in the tension of the flesh, the quality 
of contact. Modesty, passion, indifference, affection and lust are expressed to the sound of Bach, the harpsichord and pop-rock 
of the 1970s. Strength, grace and emotion blend together in the technique of demanding dance, much to the spectator’s delight.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT DANIEL LÉVEILLÉ  

Relentlessly, for thirty-five years, Daniel Léveillé has been stimulating the Canadian choreographic scene 
with his work, characterized by nudity, minimalism, repetition and radicalism. In his early days, his 
vocabulary is forged into a physical dance, theatrical and raw, tracing with a scalpel in the empty space. 
Today more interiorized, the language is no less expressive; it is from the dancers’ strong personalities and the freedom he 
allows them in the creative process that the choreographer is able to express emotions. Solitudes duo is the extension 
of Solitudes solo, crowned best choreographic work 2012-2013 by Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec. Putting to rest the 
use of nudity, Daniel Léveillé offers purified solos to his dancers, free from affectations, but stamped with an unexpected 
softness. This new step questions the nature of relationships possible in a world where the omnipresence of technology isolates. 
The couples expose the heartfelt state of love and the complexity of different relationships.  

© Denis Farley  | with Emmanuel Proulx and Ellen Furey 

Montreal’s  
Grand Prix  
de la danse 

 Award Winner 
 

2017 

2017 
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PRESS QUOTES 

“With admirable mastery, Daniel Léveillé signs here a deliberately stripped choreography, but never simplistic, which revolves 
around an immediately comprehensible vocabulary.“ - Lucie Renaud, Revue Jeu (Canada) 
 
“The art of Solitudes Duo consists in containing, suggesting and summarizing all potentialities – from Cubism to the Bauhaus, 
from circus sequins to erotic cabarets – while never being vulnerable to being pigeonholed.“ - Thomas Hahn, Danser Canal 
Historique (France) 
 
“Léveillé has created another masterful work with his signature style (…) Stripped dance back to its essence, removing all 
artifice, Léveillé creates a piece of great beauty that celebrates the human condition.“ - Rachel Levine, Montreal Rampage 
(Canada) 
 
“Daniel Léveillé lets the conceptual threads of the choreography come apart, and the work ‘works’.” -Realtimearts.net 
(Australia) 
 
ON TOUR 

PREVIEW   May 22-23, 2015 | Theater im Pumpenhaus (Münster, Germany) 
WORLD PREMIERE  May 26-28, 2015 | Festival TransAmériques (Montreal, Canada) 
 
June 3, 2015   Fabrik Postdam (Potsdam, Germany) 
June 8-9, 2015   June Events Festival (Paris, France) 
November 28, 2015  Teatro Comunale di Ferrara (Ferrara, Italy) 
December 3, 2015  Parcours danse (Montreal, Canada) 
January 19, 2016  Centennial Theatre (Lennoxville, Canada) 
January 25-26, 2016  Théâtre de la cité internationale (Paris, France) 
November 14, 2016 Maison de la culture Frontenac (Montreal, Canada) 
January 26, 2017  Maison des arts de Laval (Laval, Canada) 
March 3, 2017  ACB Scène Nationale (Bar-le-Duc, France) 
March 7-8, 2017  ADC, Geneva (Switzerland)  
October 3, 2017  Festival of New Dance (St. John’s, Newfoundland) 
October 12, 2017  Maison de la culture du Plateau-Mont-Royal (Montreal, Canada) 
October 13, 2017  Maison de la culture Villeray-St-Michel-Parc-Extension (Montreal, Canada) 
October 19, 2017  Maison de la culture Notre-Dame-de-Grâce (Montreal, Canada) 
January 16, 2018  Odyscène (Ste-Thérèse, QC, Canada) 
February 1, 2018  Théâtre de la Ville (Longueil, QC, Canada) 
February 9, 2018  Maison de la culture Ahuntsic-Cartierville (Montreal, Canada) 
February 15-16-17, 2018  National Arts Centre (Ottawa, Canada) 
March 7, 2018  Teater Nordkraft (Aalborg, Denmark) 
March 9, 2018  Teater Momentum (Odense, Denmark) 
March 11, 2018  Baltoppen (Ballerup, Denmark) 
March 13-14-15, 2018  Bora Bora (Aarhus, Denmark) 
April 19-20, 2018  La Rotonde (Québec, Canada) 
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ARTISTIC STATEMENT 

For me, the act of creating and life instinct are intimately linked to each other–creative activity being essentially desire to be 
brought into play. Creating is trying to express what is essential, what is at the heart of passion, while knowing very well that 
every work results from an act of faith and that because I am never able to truly “say”, I will always have to start all over again. 

In my personal life as in my professional life, I am constantly asserting my freedom to act, to say and to do–that freedom that will 
let me follow my instincts and immediately respond to the demands of the pursued choreographic object. There is no need for me 
to try to integrate materials other than dance itself within my works. I consider dance as a never-ending source of fascination and 
it is therefore truly at the heart of my creations. 

The creative energy that underlies my choreographic work is a product of the emotions created by singular – sometimes romantic 
– encounters with others, and what innervates my writing and creation process is the sometimes painful, sometimes jubilatory, 
outcome of these encounters. 

Creating dance is hoping to gain access to the unnameable, to grasp its state, its thrill and its emotion through bodies given to 
dance in the immediacy of the work in progress. My greatest challenge is to give back the memory of what arose during the 
creation in such a manner that there is a transmission, a public work. 

The main goal of my creative work is to put forward a form of dance that experiments with the body in all its aspects: its way of 
feeling space, its appearance at rest or during effort, its breathing, its thrust, its fall, its abandon on the floor. There is also on my 
part a quest for a primary or primal expressivity that attempts to go beyond the overabundance of signs, and for a theatre-like 
expression that does not emerge from the narrative, nor from the relations between bodies, nor from the intensity of bodies 
abandoned to themselves. The ultimate expression of desire and the absolute need for the other are themes that are present 
throughout my work. Finally, the quest for the object of desire and its correlated madness bring me to brush against the 
fascinating beauty of bodies, to tightly crop what is seen, to multiply the viewing angles, to eliminate all noise and artifice, to 
transform the space of dance into a place conducive to generating a language that can dare try to access purity. 

My choreographic writing develops itself through structural work on syntax and punctuation that is at once simple and complex. 
Nothing is left to chance. This essential and always mysterious part of creation consists in finding, for each performer, the hard 
core out of which expression will flow, the intention of the movement or the movement of the intention. Freedom is born out of 
constraints and constraints call for the surpassing of oneself. This dictum is the basis of my creative process. I try to apprehend 
the body in its entire “physicality” to render its raw eloquence. For only stage decor, there are multiple subtle declinations of light 
and the presence of baroque, classical or romantic music and pop songs which attempt to connect an indefinite past with our 
present to situate the contemporary work beyond time while still reaching out to the spectator. 

Beyond the obvious content of my dance pieces, I always ask myself the same questions: What is dance? What is its territory 
and what are its limits? What is the latent content of choreography? What is the scope of theatricality in dance? How does the 
performer act during the creation process and on stage? What underlies the performer’s duality of emotions and movements? 

My work with the performers is the cornerstone of my research process. With them, I am trying to identify the essence of a 
certain vitality and the state of their being, to materialize the affect specific to the performer’s physical and mental body, in the 
immobility as in the initiation of a movement, but also in its abandon. Ideally, there would be no discrepancy between the 
temperaments of the performers and their performances in the piece. 

Daniel Léveillé 
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INCIDENCE 

Daniel Léveillé’s persistent artistic journey, his rigorous and demanding choreographic writing that makes no concessions–this is 
what defines the position of a creator who refuses the art of compromise that too often characterizes our era. His way of doing 
things and of perceiving the world is beyond time, fashion and trends. 

In each of his works, Daniel Léveillé puts into question the human being and the body, and also the society and world in which 
this body exists. He is constantly questioning dance itself – its nature, its essence, its function – even if this implies that his output 
must be radical, obsessive and provocative. From one work to the other, he exceeds our expectations, deepening the limits of 
what is possible for himself by pushing further back the framework of his creations, therefore opening new artistic perspectives. 

The choreographer’s singular, unique and uncompromising approach is remarkable. His manner of being and of doing things is a 
very stimulating and positive reference for the entire dance community of Quebec and Canada. Because he has held for 22 years 
(1990-2012) the position of professor at the Université du Québec à Montréal dance department, Daniel Léveillé is in constant 
dialogue with creative youth. Over the past two decades, he has therefore been able to observe, evaluate and question the role 
and future of our most promising performers and creators. He knows very well the difficult reality of developing and maintaining 
an enduring presence in the field of national and international contemporary dance. 

Who are the visionary artists of today and tomorrow? What are the best tools that can ensure their artistic development in relation 
to the evolution of performing arts on the contemporary scene and in relation to the economical constraints of our times? What 
are the alternative modes of operation that can help these performers and creators fully develop? These are some questions that 
are close to Daniel Léveillé’s heart. 

He also recognizes that the main factor contributing to the emergence of today’s and tomorrow’s innovative artists is the 
continuity of the support they are given. Therefore, Daniel Léveillé and Marie-Andrée Gougeon, General Manager at Daniel 
Léveillé Danse, introduced in 2004 a program offering support, and technical and administrative resources. This program named 
“Sponsorships” immediately achieved success and is now an essential component of the company’s activities, a component that 
naturally carries out Daniel Léveillé’s desire for a transmission of knowledge from one artistic generation to the other. 
 

RÉPERTOIRE 

LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS   | 1982 and 2007 

AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX  | 2001 

THE MODESTY OF ICEBERGS  | 2004 

TWILIGHT OF THE OCEANS  | 2007 

SOLITUDES SOLO   | 2012 

SOLITUDES DUO   | 2015 

SADNESS QUARTET  | 2018 
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FULL BIOGRAPHY 

DANIEL LÉVEILLÉ | DLD Founder and Artistic Director   

Born November 24, 1952, Sainte-Rosalie, Quebec. 
Dancer; choreographer; teacher; Daniel Léveillé Danse's Artistic Director; 
visual artist. In 1977, Daniel Léveillé abandoned his architecture studies to 
begin dance training with Lawrence Gradus at the Entre-Six Dance Company, 
and with Martine Époque at Groupe Nouvelle Aire. He danced briefly for the 
GNA (1979-1980), but his interest was in creation and he choreographed his 
first pieces for the Choréchanges: LE BAS ROUGE DE BÉATRICE, with 
Louise Lecavalier and OCRE (1978). From 1978 to 1981, he was one of the 
dancers chosen by Françoise Sullivan on the occasion of her return to dance. 
His working experience with this woman, whose artistic vision fell outside 
traditional formalism and fashions, would play a determining role in his future 
as a creator. 

Daniel Léveillé, independent choreographer 
In 1981, he founded his own company, Daniel Léveillé Chorégraphe Indépendant. The name was changed briefly to La 
compagnie Léveillé-Laurin in 1984, and then later that year to O Vertigo when Ginette Laurin became Artistic Director. Before 
founding Daniel Léveillé Danse in 1991, Daniel Léveillé worked as an independent choreographer, creating personal projects as 
well as works commissioned by other companies and artists across Canada, including Montréal-Danse, Le Groupe de la Place 
Royale, Fortier Danse Création, and Winnipeg's Contemporary Dancers. He also worked on plays directed by Denis Marleau and 
Claude Poissant. In 1988 he joined the faculty of the Université du Québec à Montréal Dance department, teaching composition 
and creating choreographies for his students, including L'EXIL OU LA MORT (1991) and UTOPIE (1997). These pieces were 
later produced professionally, most notably at the Festival International de Nouvelle Danse (FIND). His first works were short, 
intense and raw, reflecting the powerful theatrical trend of the early 80s: VOYEURISME deals with emotional and sexual solitude; 
L'INCESTE is a duet for Ginette Laurin and Gilles Simard; FLEUR DE PEAU features four male dancers veering between 
tenderness and violence; L'ÉTREINTE was inspired by an Yves Navarre novel; BUT I LOVE YOU and ÉCRIS-MOI N'IMPORTE 
QUOI tackle eroticism, marginalized sexuality and explosive passion, subjects seldom portrayed on stage at the time. LE SACRE 
DU PRINTEMPS (1982) will be an exception to those themes. 
 
How does an emotion move? 
This period of dense, grueling subject matter and narrative drama was followed by a time of reflection, during which the 
choreographer asked himself: "How does an emotion move?" He began to elicit spasms, jolts, shivers and screams from his 
dancers, using repetition of movement as a method of composition. TRACES I, II, III, IV, V, VI (1989) represents his major work 
in this vein of research. Resulting from improvisations based on his drawings, it is both minimalist and excessive, as are most of 
Daniel Léveillé's works. Indeed, almost all of his choreographies are marked by this give and take, this tension between excess 
and restraint, seldom yielding to lyricism except in choice of music - perhaps the sole refuge for emotion in his works. 
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A cycle marked by uncompromising aesthetic choices 
Since 2001, the naked body has become the choreographer's material of choice, perhaps even the major theme of his work. In 
AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX (2001) and THE MODESTY OF ICEBERGS (2004), the body is exposed as an almost clinical object, 
grimly conspicuous and white, virile and vertical yet softly trembling with inner organic turmoil. Forever following the same paths, 
ever repeating the same leaps, the same subdued moves in clean straight lines, its orifices and palpitations exposed, the body 
reveals its strange unsettling beauty and fragility. This radical display is contained within a strictly defined spatial composition 
which serves to accentuate its asceticism while questioning any voyeuristic temptation. With his demanding and uncompromising 
aesthetic choices, Daniel Léveillé stands as a singular figure in Quebec dance. Not the most prolific of choreographers, he has 
chosen to stay away from the company-driven art market which requires artists to produce works regularly and rapidly. But 
success has caught up with him as AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX has garnered increasing international recognition. 
 
Since 2002, his company has considerably grown. With the support of new partners like Danspace Project of New York, the 
CanDanse Creation Fund, ImpulsTanz, Salzburg scenen, the Festival TransAmériques, Agora de la Danse, and the Council for 
the Arts from Canada, Quebec and Montreal, he signs The Modesty of Icebergs (2004) and Twilight of the Oceans (2007), 
which form, with Amour, acide et noix, a trilogy titled "Anatomy of the imperfection" presented at the Dance Venice Biennale in 
2010. 
 
A new cycle 
Solitudes solo (2012), crowned best choreographic work 2012-2013 by Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, marks the 
beginning of a new cycle of creation, made of more fluid gestures and the return of a costume other than nudity, that eloquently 
reaffirms that we can do and say a lot with just a few things. This new step, Solitudes duo (2015), questions the nature of 
relationships possible in a world where the omnipresence of technology isolates. The couples expose the heartfelt state of love 
and the complexity of different relationships.  
 
Supporting the production and diffusion of works 
With this new momentum, the choreographer's recognition on the Canadian dance scene is clearly signified once more, and 
Daniel Léveillé goes further. He sets off on a new adventure: supporting the production and diffusion of works by innovative 
artists in performing arts. Interested in the evolution of the artistic community and its future, Daniel Léveillé recognizes that the 
main contribution capable of promoting the emergence of today's and tomorrow's innovative artists is the continuity of the support 
they are given. And this support is more significant if it is there when events call for it. In this regard, Daniel Léveillé Danse has 
pursued, since 2005, a unique experimental adventure, that of producing works signed by talented performing artists from the 
Quebec scene, at the national and international levels, like Nicolas Cantin, Stéphane Gladyszewski,  Frédérick Gravel, Étienne 
Lepage, Dana Michel. In 2017, Daniel Léveillé’s impact on the dance community is recognized: he receives the GRAND PRIX de 
la danse de Montréal. On top of acknowledging his unique signature and artistic integrity, the jury sought to recognize the 
remarkable support and transmission efforts enabled through Daniel Léveillé Danse. 
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SOLITUDES DUO 
Daniel Léveillé 

 
 

PRESS REVIEW 
| Selection | 
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Daniel Léveillé’s “Solitudes Duo” at Faits d’Hiver 
Danser : canal historique 

Thomas Hahn 

 
Solitudes Duo’s choreographic approach is no less paradoxical than its title. Facing the body of a dancer, or falling in the arms of the 

next one, partners follow one another but the form remains unchanged. In this cabaret of encounters, as in real life, things changes 
fast. And in every duo, a trace of solitude stubbornly subsists. 

 

A male duo starts things off. Wearing only underwear and facing each other on the surface of a white square, the two men – 

wrestlers of sorts – judiciously balance between being Classical heroes and contemporary anti-heroes. Without any muscular 
overstatements, their quasi-ordinary bodies simultaneously evoke the brute power of Legends and the fragility of ordinary people. 

Harmony but no romanticism. Many physical contacts, but few truly erotic situations. Acrobatics by the dozen but no circus-like 

emphasis on them. Intense muscular efforts that are neither concealed nor highlighted. Without becoming overly abstract, we could 
say that Solitudes Duo presents on the stage something that would become dreamlike if it were thrown into the air.  

 

This aesthetic and semiotic balancing act hangs by a thread, but there are no conceptual tightrope acts here. For our everyday 

athletes nothing is impossible, but at the same time, nothing is easy. The performance does not revolve around exhaustion but 
rather around the limits of pure strength. In a casual way, Solitudes Duo is based on physical feats. 

 

These duos cultivate an almost constructivist abstraction, inventing increasingly improbable portés. But even when they simulate 
passionate frolicking, it would be a great overstatement to use the word “couples” to describe these pairs of dancers. Bodies 

represent their own physicality, as in a pictogram. But emotions are nonetheless never lacking. If they are not plainly offered with the 

act, they still resurface along this path towards neutrality, interwoven with the performers and the soundtrack, between Bach and The 

Doors. 
 

No masks, no characters, no make-up. Technique does not erase the individual, even if this time the nudity is not total as it was in 

Amour, Acide et Noix and The Modesty of Icebergs. Perhaps the necessity to cover the private parts results of a transition from 
working on emotions to adopting a more formal standpoint. 

 

The art of Solitudes Duo consists in containing, suggesting and summarizing all potentialities – from Cubism to the Bauhaus, from 

circus sequins to erotic cabarets – while never being vulnerable to being pigeonholed. Even when facing one another with their hips 
shaking, the performers remain in abstraction, keeping an arm’s length from concreteness. 

 

This functions marvelously with the male bodies. But in the only female duo, the rigorous method takes a small hit, or rather a gentle 
caress. The poetic universe then quickly returns to the atmosphere of Léveillé’s previous work. But even with this slight detour, the 

structure of Solitudes Duo’s holds up beautifully. 

 

Show seen January 25th 2016, at Théâtre de la Cité Internationale, as part of Faits d’Hiver 2016. 
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FTA | SOLITUDES DUO : BEAUTÉ BAROQUE  
LUCIE RENAUD / 27 MAI 2015 

The natural progression of Solitudes Solo, the last show by Daniel Léveillé presented at the FTA in 
2014, Solitudes duo reveals itself as a true baroque proposition. It articulates mainly around the sublime 
adagios from Bach piano concertos and the effervescense of the Pancrace Royer harpsichord pieces, 
including the magnificent use of La Marche des Scythes. 

However, it is above all the beauty of lines, the exaggeration of movement, the dramatic effects, the 
contrasts, the fragmentation of gestures, the tension multiplied and the ruggedness of the whole that 
unites the essence of this aesthetic. Does not the baroque refer to the irregularities of the pearl? 
 
With an extraordinary mastery, Daniel Léveillé has created an intentionally barren choreography, 
though never simplistic. It is structured around an immediately comprehensible movement vocabulary. 
Winding up, losing control, controlled unsteadiness, tuck jumps, unison gestures, tense bodies in a 
common extension become themes of the score of rhetoric as clear as the ones of the musical 
selections. 
 
The universe of connecting to others, friendship, lovers, often tender, sometimes violent, between men, 
between women, is designed by slight touches, up to the final apotheosis, less subtle than everything 
that has preceded (the fingers raised in the air and the unique excitement of a rock concert play a key 
role) on I Want You by the Beatles. 
 
Compared with the display of a ravenous sexuality between a man and a woman, leading to animal 
coitus, I much preferred the duets between men, which focus on the antagonisms between fragility and 
strength, attitudes of challenge and surrender, complete control and relative abandonment, the shifty 
looks in the beginning slowly draw together to anchor themselves as time progresses. 
 
As much solitary paths that intersect. as subject and countersubject of an elopement, appearing 
opposite, yet complementary. As much variations on a common theme. 
 
Solitudes duo 

Choreographed by Daniel Léveillé. A Daniel Léveillé Danse production. A coproduction of Festival 
TransAmériques, of the Fonds de création CanDanse (Toronto), of the Kinosaki International Arts 
Centre, of the Theater im Pumpenhaus (Münster), the Centre chorégraphique national de Rillieux-la-
Pape (France), of Agora de la danse, of Brian Webb Dance (Edmonton), of  the National Arts Center of 
Canada (Ottawa), of l’Atelier de Paris-Carolyn Carlson and of Studio Bizz. 

 

(Translation) 
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La Nuova, Ferrara 

Monday, November 30, 2015 

The Time of Dance 
Daniel Léveillé offers us beauty on the stage of the Abbado Theater 
by Athos Tromboni 

 

Silence please! Beauty enters the scene!  

 

Canadian choreographer Daniel Léveillé’s Solitudes Duo, made its Italian premiere at the Abbado Theater while 

wrapping up the ‘Focus Québec’ cycle. More than a dance show, it is a ‘ballet’: its five consecutive scenes 

outline a story even though there is no real plot. Solitudes Duo is about the richness and the ferocity that 

characterize duos, couples, pairs: man-man, woman-woman, man-woman. To tell this story, Léveillé uses half-

naked bodies, underwear being the last line of defense for privacy, except in the second and last scenes in 

which a woman wears a tank top and a man wears a Che Guevara t-shirt. 

 

On stage, we are hence presented with the essence of the human body’s beauty while it is subjected to the 

physical exertion of fighting, as it surrenders to the ecstasy of love. From the Venus of Willendorf, carved-out of 

limestone 25 000 years ago, to Classical Greece and then to Rodin’s famous sculpture The Kiss, the human 

body has always been used to represent beauty. Sculptors have modeled muscles and tendons, expressions 

and poses, beauty and wonder. They have observed men and women, defined aesthetic ideals beyond time and 

eras and crystallized them. This is representation.  

 

Daniel Léveillé performs the diametrically opposite operation: he takes the sculptures, de-crystallizes them, 

gives them the breath of life, exhaustion, emotions and feelings. We ask ourselves, “where does all this beauty 

come from?” since there are only a few half-naked bodies in front of us. The answer is to be found in the 

movements that could be described as series of consecutive sculptures: in the veins that bulge in response to 

the effort, in the pulses that appear on the bellies, in the ribs that become silhouetted against the outstretched 

torsos, in in the muscles that agglutinate, the breathing that accelerates, the embraces that become coitus and 

fights, acceptation and refusal, hostility and solidarity, anything and everything. This beauty becomes self-

evident as soon as we start to look with the eyes of the poet. 

 

And now, lets name these dancers, because they deserve it: Mathieu Campeau, Ellen Furey,  Esther Gaudette, 

Justin Gionet, Brianna Lombardo, Emmanuel Proulx and Simon Renaud. A resounding success! 
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Dance in Francophone countries has held its own interests for a while, separate from the lineages we are more familiar with in 
Australia (butoh, American postmodern and the German Tanztheater). It is characterised, I would naively generalise, by a 
movement away from the body and towards philosophy, concept. Through the efforts of the formerly Paris-based Artistic Director of 
Melbourne's Dancehouse, Angela Conquet, we have been exposed to important French choreographers—recently Xavier Le Roy 
and Boris Charmatz (who will deliver the keynote address for the 2016 Biennale of Sydney). Still, immersing oneself in Francophone 
dance is always like attempting to converse in a slightly foreign language, with the realisation that dictionary knowledge sometimes 
falls short in a real conversation. 

(…) 

Daniel Léveillé, Solitudes Duos 

Montreal-based Daniel Léveillé is at the other end of his career: he has had an independent choreographic practice since before 
Trappeniers was born, and his Solitudes Duos showed precisely the playfulness and confident fluidity that is lacking in Asymptote, a 
playfulness that comes from mastery of material. (This is not to say that Trappeniers should be compared to Léveillé: rather, that 
watching dance works in a sequence makes one ponder the artistic qualities that come at different stages of an artist's creative 
practice.) 

Solitudes Duos builds on Léveillé's multi-award winning Solitudes Solo, a work which marked a change of direction for the 
choreographer after a decade of intense exploration of nudity in performance. As in the Solos, the dancers are dressed only in 
briefs: it is a gesture, however minimal, that shifts focus from the muscular expression of the individual body and towards the 
interaction of two bodies between each other and with the music. 

It takes a while to understand what Solitudes Duos is about, as pairs of dancers—two men, two women, man and woman—appear 
in six parts, composed carefully to six musical pieces, starting with Bach and ending with The Beatles. Each duet brings two bodies 
into a relationship that seems not illustrated, but decided, by the music: synchronicity and distance in Baroque gives rise to tight 
interlocking and the embraces of rock'n'roll. It is as if the historical era, via its musical production, enables or limits the intimacy and 
interaction between two bodies. There is creeping, crawling, enmeshment, slow descent into each others' arms, frenzied seated 
hugs; there is politesse, formality, first love, throes of passion, power struggles. It seems like everypossibility of the duet form is 
explored in these six choreographies, but all the technical virtuosity accumulates without offering a theme until the very end. 

The movement becomes increasingly athletic and tricky: dancers jumping onto and spinning each other; complex interlockings; until 
eventually, and not without humour, the man is suspending a woman, her belly balancing on his shoulder, every limb spread, to the 
incessant repeating riffs of “I Want You (She's So Heavy)”, John Lennon's passionate ode to Yoko Ono, one of the greatest songs 
about the weight of desire on one's soul. 

In a lesser choreographer's hands, this would be the apex of glib, but Solitudes Duos comes together, spectacularly and masterfully, 
in that culminating moment, showing the rawness of two bodies held together by invisible threads of emotion, desire and intent. 

It is as if all of humanity is nakedly displayed on stage, regardless of how clothed Léveillé's dancers are. The philosophical musing 
on sociability and desire, so French to my eyes, re-acknowledges the body as fact: limiting and enabling. Employing the same 
precision with which his dancers catch each other mid-tricky-flight, Daniel Léveillé lets the conceptual threads of the choreography 
come apart, and the work ‘works.’ It may take decades of practice for Kevin Trappeniers to develop the same lightness of touch. 

Solitudes duos, choreography Daniel Léveillé, performers Mathieu Campeau, Ellen Furey, Esther Gaudette, Justin Gionet, Brianna Lombardo, Emmanuel 
Proulx, Simon Renaud, Faits d'hiver festival, Théâtre de la Cité internationale, Paris 25-26 Jan 
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Dance in Francophone countries has held its own interests for a while, separate from

the lineages we are more familiar with in Australia (butoh, American postmodern and

the German Tanztheater). It is characterised, I would naively generalise, by a

movement away from the body and towards philosophy, concept. Through the efforts

of the formerly Paris-based Artistic Director of Melbourne's Dancehouse, Angela

Conquet, we have been exposed to important French choreographers—recently

Xavier Le Roy and Boris Charmatz (who will deliver the keynote address for the 2016

Biennale of Sydney). Still, immersing oneself in Francophone dance is always like

attempting to converse in a slightly foreign language, with the realisation that

dictionary knowledge sometimes falls short in a real conversation.

Kevin Trappeniers, AsymptoteKevin Trappeniers, Asymptote

Théâtre de L'L is one of Brussels' most important independent venues for dance, with

an emphasis on research and exploration (as well as posting performances online as

a small part of their annual program). It was in this generous context that I saw young

artist Kevin Trappeniers' Asymptote, a product of long research into dance (or rather,

in his words, “wordless performance”) as an exercise in creating a multisensory

landscape on stage. 

Asymptote, in mathematics, is a line to which a curve approaches ever closer, without

ever touching, and the dance I saw used lighting, bodies, sound and space to create a

number of such slow movements towards and away from unity and clarity. A body

resting in front of a mirror, in almost total darkness, splits apart into two dancers. It is

extraordinary to note, later on, that the bodies which appeared identical are not even
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Dance Review : Léveillé’s Erotic, Athletic Duos 
!
Posted on May 28, 2015. Written by Rachel Levine!
!
Solitudes! Duo,! as! you! probably! can! guess! from! the! title,! pairs! dancers! together.! The! six!

different! choreographies!are! as! much! an! athletic! performance! as! dance.! Léveillé!

twines!together! the! two! (dance! and! athleticism)! to! craft! erotically! charged! sequences! that!

express!aggression,!lust,!rejection,!and!even!affection.!

Like!other!works!by!Léveillé,!there!is!no!set!–! just!the!black!box!theatre,!the!white!square!on!

which!the!dancers!perform!(and!sometimes!roll!off!of).!The!music!is!a!combination!of!classical!

and!contemporary!music!(I!don’t!want!to!give!away,!but!the!two!contemporary!pieces!are!spot!

on),!though!the!dancers!perform!even!as!the!music!stops!and!changes.!Their!only!“costume”!for!

most! sequences!are!body!hugging!underpants.!As!a! result,! the! “costume”! is! the!human!body,!

with!the!dancer!stripped!to!showcase!as!much!of!the!body!as!possible.!Women!even!perform!

some!choreographies!topless.!As!a!result,!every!muscle! flexes,!extends,!shakes,!and!relaxes! in!

plain! view.! Scars,! tattoos,! birth!marks,! beards!—!all! are! visible.!While! nearly! naked! dancers!

might!seem!initially!squirmy!to!sit!through,!it!allows!for!an!intimacy!with!the!performance.!In!

the! sequences! that! utilize! clothing,! the! tMshirts! and! shorts! distance! the! dance! by!

generating!more!of!a!narrative.!As!an!example,!a!shirt!with!Che!Guevara!is!suggestive!of!a!time,!

a!place,!a!personality!for!the!particular!dancer.!

The! duos! perform! the! choreography!in! a! fugueMlike! manner,! building! their! routines! out! of!

repeating! motifs! sometimes! performed! in! tandem,! sometimes! deliberately! offMsync,! and!

sometimes!echoing!each!other.!There!are!signature!moves,!postures,!and!steps!that!I!recognize!

from! Lévillé’s! earlier! works! though! I! would! be! hard! pressed! to! give! them! a! name:! the!

anemone?! the! water! bug?! These! moves! have! incredible! power,! as! even! a! single! gestureor!

posture! evokes!much! emotion.! A! leg! extended! towards! the! shoulder! is! used! to! push!

another!away.!A!leap!into!a!wideMlegged!squat!suggests!a!challenge.!Hands!held!defensively!at!

the! chest,! aggression.! A! leap! onto! the! body! of! another,! desperation! or! lust.! I! am! awed! how!

much!is!created!out!of!such!unadorned!movement.!

Though!Léveillé!says!he!remains!neutral!in!what!he!asks!of!his!dancers,!it’s!inevitable!to!assign!

specific! human! relationships! to! each! duo.! Just! pairing!same! sex! and! crossed! sex! dancers!

together!suggests!a!narrative! to! the!relationship.!Some!that! I! interpreted!are!a!couple! that! is!

over! its!honeymoon!phase,! the!effect!of!an!overpowering! lover,!pure! lust,!and!a! first! taste!of!

sexual!freedom.!The!music!enhances!these!sensations!as!well.!

Another!theme!is!how!Léveillé!draws!on!the!animal!world,!though!I’d!be!hard!pressed!to!name!

a! specific! animal! intended.! The!movements! are! primal:! creeping,! crawling,! flapping,! leaping,!

humping,!leering,!challenging.!A!hip!grind!is!a!tool!to!seduce,!and!when!exaggerated!through!a!

full!body!circle!of!the!torso!and!buttocks!becomes!almost!a!Wild!Kingdom!comeMhither!display!

for!mates.!The!members!of!each!pair!spend!a!good!deal!of!their!time!in!contact!with!each!other,!

gripping!tight!to!each!other’s!bodies,!rolling!on!each!other,!collapsing!on!each!other.!They!link!

their! legs! and! arms! around! each! other’s! torsos,! then! flop! down! side! by! side! as! if! exhausted!

from!copulation.!The!motions!are!highly!sexualized!and!erotic.!

The!physicality!of!the!piece!is!defining,!and!something!it!has!in!common!with!Léveillé’s!other!

works.!This!is!is!not!graceful,!angel!farting!glitter!dance.!The!dancers!come!hard!down!on!their!

feet,!as!if!there!are!magnets!pulling!them!to!the!earth.!They!strain!and!grunt!as!they!hoist!each!

other! up,! carry! one! another! on! their! backs,! roll! out! of! headstands.! Though! the! dancers! go!

through! sequences! that! are! more! graceful! and! artful,! this! is! not! the! emphasis.! Movements!

happen! quickly,! almost! viciously,! instinctually.! The! beauty! is! not! about! effortlessness! and!

weightlessness.!It!isn’t!in!the!exact!synchronization!and!similitude!either.!No!dancer!takes!the!

same!choreography! in! the!same!way!as!his! fellows.!Their! individuality! is!on!display! in!all! its!

excellence!and!failing.!Léveillé!challenges!his!dancers!to!go!to!their!limits,!to!do!things!that!are!

physically! perhaps! just! at! the! edge! of! their! capabilities.! Then! again,! stripped! to! their!

undergarments,! there! is! nowhere! to! hide.! The! dancers! are! fully! on! display! in! all! their!

vulnerability.!The!audience,!too,!has!nothing!to!hide!behind!either.!

Léveillé! has! created! another! masterful! work! with! his! signature! style.! The! dancers! do! an!

outstanding!job!bringing!life!and!movement!to!Léveillé’s!ideas!and!deliver!powerful!emotions!

to!all.!Stripped!dance!back!to!its!essence,!removing!all!artifice,!Léveillé!creates!a!piece!of!great!

beauty!that!celebrates!the!human!condition.!

Solitudes*Duo*is*at*the*Agora*de*la*Danse*tonight,*May*28*as*part*of*the*FTA.!
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Photo by Denis Farley of Simon Renaud and Justin Gionet                                                            Essay by Emily Deming 

“All of this has happened before, and it will all happen again.” – J.M. Barrie 
 
Dance is one of the rare times I see men touch each other. It is a reminder that everyone has emotion, an internal scape, 
whether it is displayed or not. 
 
In the first act of Solitudes Duo by Daniel Léveillé, the two male dancers are so in contact that when they stop touching it 
means much. It builds their specific spaces and physical male parallelism into more than just an assumption. Which is 
why it is so satisfying and fulfilling when they come back together and their bodies move in harmonized concert, more 
like a many-limbed organism than as two separate men. 
 
In each act of this piece, Léveillé uses the weight of dancers’ bodies. Gravity is a conscious element. It is a force within 
the relationships. Gravity and swiftness and speed and finality. But finality is softened again and again by repetition. 
 
Similar moves are repeated, but, with a different set of dancers, the moves mean different things. They literally carry 
different weight. 
 
Each duo uses similar gestures and story arcs from the duo before, and after: two bodies, touching in dance but not 
moving in harmony, then working parallel, coming into and towards each other and themselves, then moving outward 
and away, out and in, in and out, finally coming into one collaborative body, but leaving alone in the end. 
 
The dancer’s bodies depict emotional states, metaphors of power and romance and growing love and trust and wariness 
and independence and co-dependence and lust and disgust and boredom; all the feelings of relationships. Until, towards 
the middle, one duo shows a relationship so entirely born of the body that there is no distance between story and body. 
Rock music plays, signalling this difference immediately. Flesh and muscle are no longer tools but instigators. This is an 
exciting part of the show. You come right out of your head. 
 
The minimal use of clothing throughout Solitude Duos also brings us closer to the flesh. It makes us more aware of when 
bodies are touching and when they are not. It makes contact between the dancers more wet, more dry, more affecting. 
Seeing a body naked, we remember it can be hurt by nothing more than sliding across a rough surface. It produces 
visceral empathy. 
 
The minimal use of clothing throughout Solitude Duos also brings us closer to the flesh. 
Dance reminds me how difficult real communication is (ideas, feelings, states of being and perspective). The body 
“language” in Duos can be quite literal (at times directly illustrating accompanying lyrics, “…I want you so badly”), but 
direct interpretation can still feel like a mistranslation. 
 
Outside of art, in life, even basic face-to-face verbal communications are rife with misunderstandings. Communications 
online, without benefit of tone or physical presence for nuance, are a mess. Then there is dance, which is all physical, no 
words, with only the music for hints and tone. Maybe that makes dance an antidote to the isolation of online exposure 
and our constant affectless (mis)communication. Maybe for each social media platform we are on, we should watch one 
dance performance. 
 
Dance is also not always easy to experience. This piece, though relatable in subject and classically beautiful at times, is 
still cerebrally exhausting, and occasionally cold. You do not sink into it, you go through with it. And, like our own  
relationships, we grow (harder? smarter? easier?) from it, whether we can explain it or not. 
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